Learn and experience the life style of Murayama people and explore one of the best nature landscape in Yamagata region.

What is Murayama life experience?
A tour where you can experience yourself on the life of locals of Murayama City. Enjoy the great view of mountains and river while doing jungle trekking and pick yourself rare and precious ‘warabi’. After making dish with Japanese traditional way, you can reward yourself with good, relaxing onsen bath or mix onsen pool.

What is warabi?
Warabi is one of the wild plant which grows on early spring to the mid of summer. It can be used for tempura, or as ingredient in miso soup.

Date: 11th Jun 2017
How to apply: Send email or call Murayama City hall using address below
E-MEL: syokokanko@city.murayama.lg.jp (Mr. Najwa)
TEL: 0237-55-2111 (Mr. Najwa)
Participation fee: 3000 yen (Lunch included)
Seats available: 15 people

Application deadline: 26/5/2017

Schedule:
8:00  Gather at Tohoku Univ. front gate
10:00 Jungle trekking
11:00 Warabi picking
12:00 Splitting wood
13:00 Making traditional dish
15:00 Kua-House Hot Spring
19:00 Reach Tohoku Univ.